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I wish to state that I strongly oppose this proposalandstandbyall the points
I made in myoriginal submission.
I would like to emphasise someof the most important aspects
Roads- | do not believe that the transportinfrastructure can handle
this many heavy vehicle movements. The local roads struggle to cope
with traffic levels as they stand, and are not wide enoughnorwell
enoughconstructed to safely accommodate anywhere between 800 and
1200 heavy vehicle movements per day.

The junction at Jones road/Dawsons road/Main South road will not be
able to function safely as proposed. With train movements closing
Dawsonsroad it will notbe possible for traffic to flow safely (or even
flow at all) even with the suggested roundabout on Fulton Hogan land.
In the area we already have someof the most dangerousjunctionsin

Selwyn,I fear they will become more hazardous.

Dust- welive in an area of dry summersand high winds. Dustcarries
long distances, and thefiner particulate matter, which is more harmful,
carries further. You will have heard from expertsin the field that this
particulate matter will easily reach Templeton. I do not believe that
three metre bundsand tree plantingswill in any way stop dust exiting
the site.
Noise - | live 3 kms from mycurrent nearest quarry and I can hear the
operations mostdays, only whenthe wind blowsdirectly towards the

quarry do | nothearit. Templeton is only 600 metres from this

proposed quarry.
Noise from heavy vehicle movementswill affect even more people. Itis
disingenuous of Fulton Hogan to saythe traffic noise levels will not
increase with the extra traffic - maximumlevels may notincrease perse
butit is of course the frequency with which these levels are reached that
is important. One heavy vehicle per minute at night compared to one
every fifteen minutes will not help local residents sleep.

Health - I believe that the health impacts of this quarry wereit to go
aheadwill be numerous. I am sure other submitters have discussed the
long term health implications of fine particulate matter and I am not an
expert, but Iam sure that harmful fine particulate matter will reach
Templeton and beyond.There will be impacts on people's ability to
sleep, the roads will be more dangerous. There will be impacts on
psychological well being - the concern over whetherit is safe to go to
the park with the children, whether it is even safe to go out in the

garden, concern about amenity values and property values.

Sticking to consentstipulations- I do not believe Fulton Hoganwill stick
to whatever constraints are placed on them if this proposal were to go
ahead. Furthermoreevenif a limited consentis granted I have no doubt
that they will in due course apply to push the boundaries.
Inadequate monitoring - ECAN openly admit that they have neither the
staffing nor or funding to properly monitor and supervise the quarries
as they currently exist. This situation would be even more hopeless with
another large quarry.

But I feel that the most importantaspectofthis situationis the setting of
a precedent.
If an application as big as this, and as near a population centre as this,is
consentedthenit will send the messageto all competing companiesthat
pretty much any application will be consented.
Furthermoreif it were to go ahead, because of the economic advantage
it gives Fulton Hogan,then all competing companies will be not just
encouraged to try and compete, they will be forced into it. Thus wewill
have a situation wherethe district is turned into a patchwork quilt of
quarries, each impacting on thelives of local residents in the ways we
have already outlined.
Please look at the attached map recently prepared onbehalf the quarry
industry, it highlights land considered to be suitable for quarrying, and

in large enough blocks. How manyof these areaswill be turned over to
quarrying? How many morepoeple would havetheir lives blighted?
My propery immediately borders one of these highlightes areas, and I
can tell you that the worry of what might happenis not to be taken
lightly.

I am thus speaking to you notonly on behalf of the residents of
Templeton, butof the entire district. If this proposal were to go aheadit
would trigger a cascadeof events the severity of which wewill only
understand onceit has happened,and then it would be too late.
Welive in times where big business often sets the agenda, and where
care for individuals and the environmentoften takes a back seat. We
must be cogent of whatis at stake here and we needto focus on people
and notprofits. The people of Canterbury havelong lived with quarries,
the argument beingthat the quarries weretherefirst. But nowit's the
residents of Templeton and the surrounding area who werehere first,
and we, as a society, mustput themfirst.
Just because it is legal in the eyes of the RMAfor a quarry to be
established here it does not makeit right.
To you as the panel makingthis judgementI see it this way- if you are
utterly certain that the local roads can handle this extra traffic, utterly

certain that there will be no increase in road traffic accidents, certain
that no dust will reach Templeton,certain that no-one will hear the
quarry operations, certain that no-one will be wokenat night by truck

movements, certain that therewill be no impact on amenityvalues or

anyone s quality of life, certain that no-one's healthwill be affected,
certain that Fulton Hoganwill stick to all consent stipulations, certain
that there will be no negative impact on groundwater,in fact utterly
certain that this will not impact anyone negatively, then go ahead and
consent it. But if you have any doubts on these points whatsoever, then
it cannot go ahead.
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